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Cancer treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles, a review

Triggering cancer cell death by low-frequency mechanical vibrations of magnetic nanoparticles - without heat production - is a growing field of research. This review shows the diversity of experimental studies, most in vitro and with the first in vivo, analyzing the impact of various types of magnetic particle and magnetic field sources. The effects of the local mechanical stress on cancer cells viability and tumor destruction are reported, potentially correlated with the cell perturbations and cell death pathways. This emerging bio-magneto-mechanical approach paves the way for new cancer treatments with reduced side effects.
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Cancer treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles (TMMEP) is a growing field of research. The principle of this technique is to apply a mechanical force on cancer cells in order to destroy them thanks to magnetic particles vibrations. For this purpose, magnetic particles are injected in the tumor or exposed to cancer cells and a low-frequency alternating magnetic field is applied. This therapeutic approach is quite new and a wide range of treatment parameters are explored to date, as described in the literature. This review explains the principle of the technique, summarizes the parameters used by the different groups and reports the main in vitro and in vivo results.

1. Introduction

Magnetic nano or micro particles have very attractive properties for biomedical applications. So far, they have been widely studied and/or used for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as contrast agents, magnetic targeting in particular for drug delivery and sometimes in combination with MRI, as part of the theranostics concept, regenerative medicine, cell sorting, tissue engineering, protein purification, and for hyperthermia.

Magnetic nano or microparticles are nano or micrometric sized materials with particular magnetic properties, which allow them to be remotely operated thanks to an externally applied magnetic field. They have a large surface-to-volume ratio, which is favorable to graft a large number of molecules onto their surface. It also promotes their interaction with biological entities such as cells, viruses, proteins and DNA. Moreover, their magnetic properties can be modulated thanks to the shape and the composition of constitutive materials, so that they can be mechanically actuated, attracted to a region of interest, rotated, or used to generate a local heating. This is particularly interesting in the context of the expanding field of biomechanics, where they can be used to apply local forces or torques on biological specimens and to study the cellular response. Beside and in synergy with the classical modulation of molecular pathways using molecular medicine and/or targeted therapy, magneto-mechanical strategies should pave the way for new therapeutical strategies in the field of cancer.

Targeted therapies modulate specifically specific molecular pathways involved in cancer such as proliferation, angiogenesis, cell death, invasion or immunosuppression for example. This has been a major biomedical progress. However, several limitations are emerging such as molecular resistances and relapse through molecular adaptation for heterogeneous tumor formations. Accessibility to the tumor microenvironment is also a major limitation. Magneto-mechanical therapies will not address a specific molecular target but will implement a specific physical action inside the tumor micro-environment providing new therapeutical opportunities. This new field of physics and medicine and biology will support a major inter-disciplinary work that is enlighten in this review.

The first uses of magnetic nanoparticles subjected to low-frequency alternating magnetic field to obtain a mechanical action on cells date back to 2008. Super Paramagnetic Iron-Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONS) have been used to modify the intracellular calcium concentration of mast cells or to activate the mechanosensitive TREK-1 receptor involved in neuroprotection, epilepsy and depression, among others. In the same period, the interest of magnetic particles with shape anisotropy emerged, with the use of nickel nanowires to reduce the viability of fibroblasts.

Considering the effects induced by low-frequency movements of magnetic particles and the possible mechanical effects of particles currently designed for hyperthermia, a new technique to destroy cancer cells by low-frequency mechanical vibrations of magnetic particles was proposed and demonstrated in 2010. The pioneering interdisciplinary study – involving nanomagnetism and biology – of Kim et al., 2010, likewise presented in the chapter of Novosad and Rozhkova, 2011, highlighted this remarkable phenomenon of cancer cells destruction through the mechanical vibration of bio-functionalized magnetic vortex structures, which may lead, in
the longer term, to potential treatment of cancer with few side effects. For the first time, a non-thermic mechanical force was demonstrated in its potential effect. This promising approach gradually expanded over the last decade, as presented here. The most recent literature includes in particular the review of Goiriena-Goikoetxea et al., 2020,24 showing disk-shaped magnetic particles as magneto-mechanical actuator to destroy cancer cells, Chen et al., 2020,25 showing a magnetic-mechanical approach based on nanocubes considered as nanoswivel, and Maniotis et al., 2019,26 showing an alternating magnetic field source designed for the magneto-mechanical activation of particles. These articles emphasize the topicality and growing interest in this magneto-mechanical approach. In the present review, the principle of the treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles is explored. The different parameters which could be modulated are summarized, as well as the main in vitro and in vivo results presented in the literature. The perspectives for renewing our medical efficacy in cancer therapy are also summarized.

2. Presentation of cancer treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles

2.1 Principle

This method aims at inducing the cancer cell death or tumor destruction, by means of low-frequency mechanical vibrations of magnetic particles, with a very localized effect and thereby preserving the neighboring healthy cells. The induction of physical properties responding to the specific pattern of cancer cells and tissue is also an explanation for the specificity and safety of this approach. Like for chemotherapies or targeted therapies, the specific physics deregulation of cancer cells would explain the devoted effect of specific mechanical parameters on cancer cells. This relatively recent technique requires multidisciplinary expertise. In the literature, a multitude of terms can be found for it, including magnetolysis, magneto-mechanical actuation or stimulation therapy, magneto-actuation, non-chemo-toxic induction of cell death, mechanical tumor destruction, non-temperature induced effects, vibration or oscillations of magnetic particles by the application of a non-heating field that can be rotary or alternating at low frequency. This makes the review of the literature quite complex. For the rest of this article, we have chosen to use the term treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles (TMMEP), which refers both to the magnetic source of the stimulus and to the mechanical response of the particles that will act on cells.

Fundamental principle of the magneto-mechanical effect: the physical principle of the magneto-mechanical effect involved in “TMMEP” lies in the magnetic particles ability to be remotely actuated by an external magnetic field, in various configurations, as sketched in Fig. 1 and ref. 24 and 27. In an applied magnetic field B considered as uniform over the entire volume of the particle, the average magnetic moment \( \mathbf{\mu} \) of the particle, which itself depends on the amplitude and direction of the applied field B, is subjected to the magnetic torque \( \mathbf{\mu} \times \mathbf{B} \), and thus tends to align with the direction of the field. Meanwhile, if the magnetic anisotropy of the particle is high enough (exhibiting strong particle-composition, size, and shape dependence), the direction of the magnetic moment \( \mathbf{\mu} \) remains almost blocked within the particle, parallel – or making a small angle – with the axis known as the easy axis of magnetization, or maintained in the easy plane of magnetization. On particles released or partially anchored in fluidic solutions, the effect of the magnetic torque becomes magneto-mechanical. It tends to re-orient the particle itself, until its easy axis or easy plane align with the applied magnetic field direction (like the earth’s magnetic field effect on a compass needle). Rotating – or more generally variable – magnetic fields, spatially uniform, are thus used to induce continuous rotation or vibration of the particles in TMMEP. In this approach requiring effective magnetic torque, highly anisotropic particles are often preferred, such as for instance magnetic disks with “magnetic shape anisotropy,”24 or with “perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.”27

Subjected to the variable magnetic field, the particle thus transfers its mechanical energy to its environment, on
biological cells, in fluids or tissues. The frequency of the particle rotation or vibration is however limited to a few tens of Hz, the amplitude of mechanical vibrations decreasing sharply at higher frequencies owing to the viscosity of the fluid. The physical properties of the targeted tissue microenvironment will also impact the therapeutical response.

Furthermore, the magnetic forces generated on particles by a non-uniform field (i.e. through non-zero magnetic field gradient)

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{B} \neq 0 \]

\[ \mathbf{F}_m = -\nabla \chi \mathbf{B} \]

\[ \text{force on a particle} \]

tend to move the particles in translation towards the regions of large field amplitudes. These forces can potentially be used to bring the particles towards targeted regions within a living organism. Less effective in this approach than the
Table 1  Summary of particles properties, potential functionalization, and magnetic field sources, magnetic field amplitude, frequency and duration, and cancer cells properties, used in the literature for a TMMEP. Magnetic fields units (kA m\(^{-1}\); Oe; G) reported as used in references and converted in SI unit (T or mT)\(^{\text{ref}}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Length or thickness</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Functionalization</th>
<th>Chemo Device</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Type(^1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cube</td>
<td>Shen et al., 2017 (ref. 30)</td>
<td>62 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Zn–IO(^2)</td>
<td>DA-PAA-PEG + EGF peptide TPP(^3)</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>40 mT</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>30 min × 3 days</td>
<td>U87</td>
<td>Glioblastoma (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chen et al., 2020 (ref. 25)</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Zn–IO(^2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>40 mT</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>U87</td>
<td>Glioblastoma (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanowire</td>
<td>Fung et al., 2008 (ref. 19)</td>
<td>200 nm</td>
<td>4.4 (\mu)m</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>240 mT</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>NIH/3T3</td>
<td>Fibroblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu et al., 2012 (ref. 31)</td>
<td>100 nm</td>
<td>1 (\mu)m</td>
<td>C(^+)(^1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>40–75 mT</td>
<td>16.7 Hz</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>MCF-7</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wang et al., 2013 (ref. 29)</td>
<td>80 nm</td>
<td>580 nm</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Silica</td>
<td>Oscillating magnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>160 kA/m² ~ 200 mT</td>
<td>2–10 Hz</td>
<td>20–60 min</td>
<td>HepG2</td>
<td>Hepatocellular carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Cheng et al., 2014 (ref. 32)</td>
<td>250–120 nm</td>
<td>200 nm</td>
<td>Fe(_2)O(_4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electro-magnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>35 kHz</td>
<td>0–10–30–60–120 min</td>
<td>10–30 min</td>
<td>HeLa(^5)</td>
<td>Metastases (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conteras et al., 2015 (ref. 33)</td>
<td>35 nm</td>
<td>4 (\mu)m</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electro-magnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>0.5 mT</td>
<td>1–1000 Hz</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>HCT116</td>
<td>Colorectal carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kilinc et al., 2015 (ref. 34)</td>
<td>254 nm</td>
<td>1.98 (\mu)m</td>
<td>Fe–Au</td>
<td>PEG + HRG</td>
<td>Electro-magnet</td>
<td>Alternat. + Grad.</td>
<td>0.5 Hz (1 s ON + 1 s OFF)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>MCF7, MDA-MB-231</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martinez et al., 2016 (ref. 35)</td>
<td>30–40 nm</td>
<td>6.4 (\mu)m</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>BSA, APTES</td>
<td>Electro-magnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>1 mT</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>MDA-MB-231</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Wong et al., 2017 (ref. 36)</td>
<td>150–350 nm</td>
<td>50–500 nm</td>
<td>NiFe</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4 coils</td>
<td>140 Oe = 14 mT</td>
<td>1–20 Hz</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>HeLa(^4)</td>
<td>Metastases (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>Kim et al., 2010 (ref. 22)</td>
<td>1 (\mu)m</td>
<td>70 nm</td>
<td>Au/NiFe/Au</td>
<td>Anti-human-HL13a2R</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electromagnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>90 Oe = 9 mT</td>
<td>10–60 Hz</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y. Cheng et al., 2015 (ref. 37)</td>
<td>2 (\mu)m</td>
<td>70 nm</td>
<td>Au/NiFe/Au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electromagnet</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>1 T</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>5–30 min</td>
<td>U87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leulmi et al., 2015 (ref. 38)</td>
<td>1.3 (\mu)m</td>
<td>80 nm</td>
<td>Au/NiFe/Au</td>
<td>Anti-hCA9</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>30 mT</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>45 min</td>
<td>SKRC59 hCA9</td>
<td>Renal carcinoma (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muroski et al., 2016 (ref. 39)</td>
<td>2 (\mu)m</td>
<td>60 nm</td>
<td>SAF(^8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>1 T</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>30 min × 3 days</td>
<td>HBL.F3.CD, U87</td>
<td>Glioma (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zamay et al. 2016 (ref. 40)</td>
<td>500 nm</td>
<td>60 nm</td>
<td>Au/NiAu</td>
<td>AS-9 et AS-14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Coil</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>Elrich cell (^7) (^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mansell et al., 2017 (ref. 27)</td>
<td>2 (\mu)m</td>
<td>118 nm, 70 nm</td>
<td>SAF(^7) or Au/NiFe/Au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100 Oe = 10 mT</td>
<td>1 T</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>U87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- \(^{\text{ref}}\) Literature references.
- \(^A\) Cancer type classification.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Length or thickness</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Functionalization</th>
<th>Chemo Device</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Hu and Gao, 2010 (ref. 41)</td>
<td>180 nm + 15 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Janus nano-composite + Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>PS₁₆₋₇b-PAA₁₀</td>
<td>Magnetic stirrer</td>
<td>Rotating</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.83 Hz</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>LNCaP</td>
<td>Prostate tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cho et al., 2012 (ref. 42)</td>
<td>15 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Zn–IO</td>
<td>Ab for DR4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 magnets</td>
<td>Grad.</td>
<td>0.2 T</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>DLD-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domenech et al., 2013 (ref. 21)</td>
<td>61 ± 29 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>CMDx + EGF</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Coil</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>42 kA m⁻¹</td>
<td>~52 mT</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>MDA-MB-23, 184-B5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wang et al., 2013 (ref. 29)</td>
<td>0.2–2 μm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>APTES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Oscillating magnet</td>
<td>Oscillat. Or Grad.</td>
<td>160 kA m⁻¹</td>
<td>~200 mT</td>
<td>2–10 Hz</td>
<td>20–60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Cheng et al., 2014 (ref. 32)</td>
<td>200 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>Lamp-1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electromagnet Coils</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>35 kHz</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0–10–30–60–120 min</td>
<td>HeLa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Zhang et al., 2014 (ref. 43)</td>
<td>0.1–5.8 μm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>Lamp-1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electromagnet Coils</td>
<td>Alternat. ± Grad.</td>
<td>30 mT</td>
<td>5–20 Hz</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>INS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master et al., 2016 (ref. 44)</td>
<td>7–8 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>PAA(PMA)-PEG ou PAA-P85</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Electromagnet</td>
<td>Alternat. Sinus.</td>
<td>50 or 100 kA m⁻¹</td>
<td>~62 or 125 mT</td>
<td>30 min or 3 h</td>
<td>MDA-MB-23, BT74, MCF10A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wo et al., 2016 (ref. 45)</td>
<td>250–550 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>SiO₂/GQD + LB₁₀</td>
<td>Yes⁶</td>
<td>4 moving magnets</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>45 mT</td>
<td>2000 rpm</td>
<td>20–60 min</td>
<td>Eca-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ju et al., 2016 (ref. 46)</td>
<td>40 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>0.7 mT</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>HepG2, Bel-7402, HL-7702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brossel et al., 2016 (ref. 47)</td>
<td>100 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 magnets</td>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>0.66 T</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 h × 21 days</td>
<td>MDA-MB-231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hapuarachchige et al., 2016 (ref. 48)</td>
<td>80 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Alternat. Grad. in bias high field</td>
<td>9.4 T</td>
<td>5.4 kHz</td>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>MDA-MB-231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegerhof et al., 2016 (ref. 49)</td>
<td>50–100–200 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>PEG + C225</td>
<td>Yes¹²</td>
<td>Electromagnet</td>
<td>Alternat. + Grad.</td>
<td>6.2 G</td>
<td>0.62 mT</td>
<td>4 Hz</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li et al., 2017 (ref. 50)</td>
<td>30 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>DMSA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 rotating magnets</td>
<td>Alternat.</td>
<td>0.1–20 mT</td>
<td>2–20 Hz</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>MCF-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunow et al., 2019 (ref. 51)</td>
<td>~60 nm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fe₂O₄</td>
<td>Carboxy-dextran</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>High field pulses of 15 μs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.5–8.5 T</td>
<td>~1.6 mHz</td>
<td>100 s</td>
<td>Human, Alexander, HepG2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Figure 2. In particular, naked iron oxide nanoparticles are known to be toxic, with some reports suggesting that their toxicity of iron oxide nanoparticles is greatly reduced when they are enveloped in a biocompatible layer, based either on their constitutive materials remains an essential point so that the particles can be used in vivo, and then for clinical purposes. Biocompatibility is a mandatory prerequisite, that is often neglected in the in vitro studies. Integrating a specific exploration of biocompatibility implementing classical and regulatory test should be systematic before the initiation of large extensive studies, that will be never translated in absence of rigorous biocompatibility studies. Iron oxides such as magnetite (Fe3O4) or maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) are therefore very good candidates being usually chosen for their biocompatibility, although in some respects they may exhibit non-negligible cytotoxicity. In particular, naked iron oxide nanoparticles are known to induce reactive oxygen species (ROS), considered as one of the main mechanisms of nanotoxicity, as investigated in Ling and Hyeon, 2013, and Goirienga-Goikoetxea et al., 2020. However, this toxicity of iron oxide nanoparticles is greatly reduced when they are enveloped in a biocompatible layer, based either on inorganic shells, such as for example gold, silica or tantalum coatings, or on a large variety of biocompatible organic shells, depending on the nanoparticle core type and the intended applications.

These materials were chosen by several groups. However, in order to improve the magnetic actuation efficiency, larger magnetic susceptibilities than those of iron oxides may be required, in particular for low magnetic field operation. Magnetic materials such as nickel, cobalt, or NiFe alloys represent good alternatives. To ensure the biocompatibility of particles composed of these toxic metals, limited dissolution should be ensured, for instance via a gold coating, or polyelectrolytes.

To specifically target a cell type or to increase the particle dispersion in fluids, surface functionalization of particles may be necessary. Towards this goal, the deposition of a gold
layer on the particle surface allows the grafting of organic molecules through self-assembly of thiolates on the gold surface. These thiolates often have a polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacer and functional terminal groups. The PEG spacer increases particle stability, and the functional group allows the anchoring of biomolecules for specific targeting while providing biocompatibility. The different surface ligands used in published studies are also presented in Table 1.

2.2.2 Particle size and shape. Among the wide range of magnetic particle types, manufactured from bottom-up or top-down approaches, the size and shape of the particles – depending on their composition – are largely variable. These physical parameters have a significant impact on the interaction with the biological environment, and on the TMMEP treatment itself. The particle size and shape must first be chosen to meet the basic requirements of biology, such as a sufficiently small size, and those of the TMMEP treatments, including an effective magneto-mechanical actuation and particles good dispersion in solution, as detailed below.

But first of all, physical properties of particles play a determining role not only in the effectiveness of the treatment and the particles behavior once they are in place, but also in their ability to target the tumor site, notably in case of intravenous injection. The impact of particles dimension and aspect ratio, when blood flow is used to transport them to the tumor site, is actively investigated. In particular Decuzzi et al., 2010, and Albañese et al., 2012, and Ye, Shen and Li, 2018, address the transport mechanisms in blood vessels as a function of particle size and shape; the global review of Wilhelm et al., 2016, moreover, analyses the delivery efficiency versus particle physical properties, and the fundamental limitations of particle doses (~1%) that can be delivered to tumors – see below in Section 4. Ye, Shen, Yu et al., 2018, details the impact of nanoparticles size and shape in their “passive” or “active (subjected to magnetic forces for instance)” transport in the blood stream, in the area of drug delivery. The magneto-mechanical treatment TMMEP, similar in terms of tumor targeting, addresses the same issue of magnetic particles transport in blood flow, for potential clinical applications, as highlighted in the recent review Goiriena-Goikoetxea et al., 2020. These studies show that the particle shape – not only the size – clearly plays a key-role in the particle’s ability to travel in the blood circulation. Non-spherical particles, such as rods or discs, driven in the blood flow, exhibit a propensity to be more efficiently deflected towards the vessel wall, once they have escaped the macrophage uptake. This so-called phenomenon of margination, which consists in the particle lateral drift across the streamlines towards the endothelium, is favoured by an anisotropic shape of the particle, owing to inertial and hydrodynamical forces, potentially enhanced by the magnetic actuation. Spherical nanoparticles, being much more likely to follow the blood stream lines, however also marginate, as shown in Gentile et al., 2008, more efficiently for larger sizes. This expected phenomenon can lead to the particles adhesion on endothelium near the tumour site. The particles are then expected to diffuse from the blood vessel into the tumor tissue through the “leaky” vessel walls, and to be retained in the tumor site, based on the so-called “enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect” in tumor vasculature. The anisotropic shape of magnetic particle is again advantageous, since generating oscillations due to hydrodynamic or magnetic forces, which leads to a stronger interaction of the particles with the vessel wall, and promotes their transmigration into the tumor. The physical properties “size and shape” complemented with the “stiffness and surface functionality” of particles, so-called “4S” parameters, are therefore decisive for the way particles circulate in the blood stream and penetrate the tumor. However, intravenous injection of particles to target tumor sites remains challenging, for any particle shape and size, as precisely in Section 4.

A compromise is then required between a size that is small enough for in vivo use and large enough to achieve the intended magneto-mechanical effect on the cells. Indeed, the size of particles to be injected intravenously must be small enough not to clog the blood microcapillaries, thus to pass through the pores of blood vessels and to diffuse into tissues. Moreover, for in vivo uses, particle size is limited by the injection device (to avoid needle clogging). Single SPIONs – fine spherical particles – are particularly appropriate for injections into biological samples, owing to their small sizes less than ~10–20 nm, upper limit for achieving superparamagnetism in Fe3O4 nanoparticles. However, their low magnetic volume limits the magneto-mechanical effects. For a more effective magnetic actuation clustered SPIONs held by a ligand form particles of some 100 nanometers to a few micrometers in sizes. Besides, the particles in recent studies composed of ferromagnetic layers, in the form of disks or pillars of diameters ranging from a few tens of nanometers to a few micrometers, have boosted studies on TMMEP. Producing larger magnetic forces or torques, such particles have been preferred to SPIONs clusters in various studies involving magnetic actuation on biological cells, despite more complex fabrication techniques. The expected efficient actuation, very specific needs of this application in terms of mechanical transfer to the cells, can be fulfilled by these particles, owing to their anisotropic structures. Their potential shape anisotropy and perpendicular interfacial magnetic anisotropy have been used in TMMEP as cited below. Indeed, the magnetization remains quasi-blocked along the anisotropy direction, leading to an efficient mechanical actuation of the particles.

Secondly, combined to the magnetic actuation optimization, size and shape of the particles are chosen to achieve the particles redispersion in zero magnetic field, depending on the material used. Considering the magnetostatic interactions between particles, this property requires particles exhibiting zero or low remanence. Indeed, after their agglomeration in an applied magnetic field, suspended particles can get redispersed when the field is switched off, provided that their magnetic susceptibility remains below a certain threshold, as modelled in our ref. 76 illustrated in our ref. 55. This is particularly the case for SPIONs, which have zero remanence due to their small size yielding superparamagnetic properties, and smaller susceptibility than ferromagnetic particles. Low remanence can also be achieved by controlling the ferromagnetic particle shape and
size to obtain, for instance, disk-shaped particles exhibiting magnetic vortices.\textsuperscript{22,27,77}

Finally, we observe for TMMEP various sizes and shapes of particles: from the spherical SPIONs of few nm in diameter,\textsuperscript{44} the disk-shaped particles of few \( \mu \)m in diameter and few tens of nm in thickness, to the microrods of few \( \mu \)m in length. The sizes and shapes of the particles largely depend on the fabrication techniques, involving either bottom-up approaches (such as chemical routes, usually yielding quasi-spherical particles), or top-down approaches (such as microlithography techniques, usually yielding anisotropic particles, and allowing a wider freedom in the choice of the particles composition, size and shape). Each approach thus leads to specific magnetic and physical characteristics, and to particular experimental conditions in TMMEP, as mentioned here below.

\textbf{Spheres.} Although particles with a shape anisotropy are preferable to transfer a mechanical action on cells, several studies have observed a lethal effect on cancer cells by TMMEP using spherical particles.\textsuperscript{42,44,46,49–51} It should be noted that such spherical particles may however form small chains due to their magnetostatic interactions in an applied magnetic field, and thus act as a unique elongated particle. The spherical particles used in TMMEP were mainly commercially available SPIONs fabricated by chemical routes, single or in cluster, actuated by applied magnetic fields of low frequency. Additionally, some studies aimed at inducing TMMEP with nanospheres, use either fields of higher frequencies (greater than 5 kHz),\textsuperscript{21,32,48} or a static field gradient.\textsuperscript{42,47} More complex structures are also explored to obtain anisotropic architectures, based on nanospheres assemblies. For instance, Hu and Gao developed Janus magnetic nanocomposite-particles, including SPIONs located in a single hemisphere of the particle to create a magnetic shape anisotropy.\textsuperscript{41}

\textbf{Disks (circles/squares basis).} In addition to the spherical SPIONs widely studied in biomedical field for decades, recent disk-shaped particles composed of ferromagnetic layers, have emerged through the techniques of microelectronics, including photolithography and various deposition techniques such as sputtering, evaporation, or electrodeposition, in a top-down approach. They emerged for biological applications in 2008, consisting of synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) particles, exhibiting magnetization above those of SPIONs, zero remanence being achieved through the interlayer magnetic coupling, as firstly reported by Hu \textit{et al.}, 2008.\textsuperscript{78} The SAF structures consist of ferromagnetic multilayers, whose magnetizations are coupled antiparallel through non-magnetic spacer layer, such as ruthenium of thickness chosen in the range 0.6 nm to 0.9 nm. Particles with SAF configuration were firstly assessed as disk-shaped CoFe/Ru multilayers.\textsuperscript{78} Furthermore, we investigated self-polarization and dispersion phenomena of SAF square-shaped particles, composed of NiFe/Ru multilayers.\textsuperscript{76} Both SAF multilayers exhibit in-plane magnetization, while more recently, CoFeB/Pt-based SAF multilayers separated by Ru layers were chosen for their out of plane magnetization,\textsuperscript{79} as outlined below.

In parallel, disk-shaped particles composed of permalloy monolayers (a nickel 80\%–iron 20\% alloy), exhibiting magnetic vortex configurations, have been investigated and explored to destroy glioma cells.\textsuperscript{22,80} This innovative study proposed to induce cancer cells apoptosis (see in Section 3, below) through low-frequency vortex-disk vibrations (\( \sim 20 \) Hz).\textsuperscript{21} Fabricated by the top-down approach, such magnetic disks diameter and thickness have to be optimized to obtain the expected magnetic vortex configuration, as modelled by Guslienko \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{77} This mainly in-plane magnetic structure, provides the expected low remanence and sufficient magnetic susceptibility for an effective magnetic actuation, while remaining below the critical threshold, preventing them from agglomeration.\textsuperscript{36,55,76,81} This type of vortex-disk particles have been subsequently used in several studies to destroy several types of cancer cells, such as human renal carcinoma cells,\textsuperscript{46} adenocarcinoma cells and glioblastoma cells.\textsuperscript{79} They were also used for the first \textit{in vivo} tests of TMMEP.\textsuperscript{77}

The in-plane magnetized disk-shaped particles (SAF or vortex) may however present a theoretical issue, as highlighted by Mansell \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{27} since they could tend to orient with their plane in parallel to the plane of rotation of the field, if the surrounding environment permits it. In this hypothetical situation, if their plane is isotropic, magnetization may rotate within the particle plane without transferring mechanical energy to the surrounding environment, leaving the particle motionless. In contrast, when submitted to a rotating magnetic field, particles with out-of-plane magnetization indefinitely rotate with the field. Therefore, they are steadily able to transfer mechanical energy to the medium in which they are embedded.

In a previous study, disk-shaped particles with an out-of-plane SAF configuration were assessed,\textsuperscript{79} magnetization being perpendicular to the plane of the multilayer interfaces. In good agreement with the hypothesis, a comparative experiment showed that SAF particles with perpendicular magnetization induced a stronger lethal effect on cancer cells than in-plane magnetized permalloy vortices, after the application of a rotating magnetic field for 1 min.\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{Nanotubes.} Nanowires or nanotubes have an improved shape anisotropy, which strongly tends to maintain their magnetic moment in parallel to the cylinder axis, and thus can yield an efficient magneto-mechanical actuation. The remanent magnetization on this easy axis may be close to 100\% of their saturation magnetization \( M_s \),\textsuperscript{42} depending on the diameter/length ratio. This characteristic, however, leads to a potential aggregation of the particles after the exposure to the magnetic field. The first use of nanowires for a magneto-mechanical effect was tested on breast cancer cells.\textsuperscript{31} In this study, carbon nanotubes contained 5\% of metal impurities that gave the nanowires their magnetic properties. Clustering was observed when particles were subjected to the magnetic field. Moreover, Ni nanowires were used on colorectal carcinoma cells.\textsuperscript{32} These particles are saturated in a field of less than 250 mT and have, as expected, a very high remanence (about 75\% of \( M_s \)). Iron and iron oxide nanowires were also tested.\textsuperscript{32,37} Wong \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{16} studied influence of shape anisotropy, by varying length and diameter of cylindrical particles, from nanodisks to nanotubes shapes. These micromagnetic simulations result in a single vortex structure for particles of diameters ranging from 150 to 350 nm and less than 100 nm in length, in
Fig. 3  Simplified diagrams of the mainly used magnetic field application devices. (a) Magnetic stirrer composed of two magnets at the end of a rotating rod (top view). (b) A coil powered by an alternating current that creates an alternating magnetic field inside or above the coil. The arrows in loops represent the magnetic flux line. (c) Ferrite core surrounded by a copper coil through which a sinusoidal alternating current flows. (d) System composed of 4 coils powered by an alternating sinusoidal current. The amplitude, phase shift and frequency of the applied current can be chosen to create an alternating or rotating field in the center of the 4 coils. (e) Halbach cylinder composed in this example of 8 permanent magnets creating an homogeneous field in the hollow of the cylinder. The rotating field is obtained by rotating the cylinder. (f) System composed of two magnets allowing to create a relatively homogeneous constant field.

accordance with the characteristics of disk-shaped particles. A double vortex structure appears for a length between 100 and 300 nm, which evolves to a triple vortex structure for lengths greater than 300 nm, a case close to nanowires. A strong increase in susceptibility is observed for nanowire-shaped particles \( d = 150 \text{ nm} \) and \( l > 400 \text{ nm} \). However, the authors mentioned the contrast with ferromagnetic vortex discs usually known to show a reduction in susceptibility for a decrease in diameter or an increase in length, as likewise experimented in our studies. Nevertheless, this increase is here associated with an increase of remanence. Calculations of the force applied to the cells show an induced force of the order of a few tens of pN for all diameters studied, sufficient to cause apoptosis of the cells (see in Section 3, below). In a study comparing rod-shaped particles \( d = 50-120 \text{ nm} \) and \( l = 200 \text{ nm} \) with spherical particles \( d = 200 \text{ nm} \) of iron oxides, the authors show better efficacy with rods. Wang et al. also compared rods \( d = 80 \text{ nm} \) and \( l = 580 \text{ nm} \) with spherical particles \( d = 0.2-2 \mu \text{m} \) and also observed a stronger effect with rods. This confirms the key role of the particle-shape anisotropy to transfer the mechanical torque provided by the external rotating or oscillating field to the cells. To allow two types of functionalization on the same particle, nanowires with a gold end were synthesized. These particles combining two different surface properties are called Janus particles.

**Cubes/spheres chains, and other anisotropic shapes.** Although disks, spheres and nanowires are the three most commonly used forms of particles for TMMEP, cubic iron particles doped with zinc were also tested. The authors observed an aggregation of chain-shaped particles during the application of the magnetic field, reducing the situation to the case of nanowire-shaped particles. In a similar approach, the nanochains formed by SPIONs subjected to a magnetic field are fixed by depositing a silica shell, structures which, unlike nanowires, keep their superparamagnetic properties with a very low remanence. As a new approach, FeCrNbB particles produced by ball milling were used for TMMEP. This manufacturing technique consists of grinding a metal powder to obtain anisotropic particles of nanometric size. The obtained size can be reduced between 10 and 200 nm. Besides, they exhibit low remanence and high susceptibility. The main disadvantage is a greater dispersion in size and less accurate control of particle properties. Purity of the initial powder and cleanliness of the manufacturing procedure are important to avoid contamination by other metals.

The systemic delivery also favors potential side effects because of the systemic exposition of the body. For these reasons, and because of the difficulties for a specific molecular targeting, local delivery is becoming the first emerging strategy.

**2.2.3 Magnetic field.** In order to induce a vibration or oscillation of the particles, the applied magnetic field must be rotating or alternating with a sufficient amplitude, preferably close to the saturation field of the particles. Alternatively, some groups explored the effect of static instead of oscillating
magneto-mechanical forces applied on cell membranes, in order to induce cell death, by the application of a constant magnetic field gradient on cell-bound particles. Unlike hyperthermia, which requires high frequencies to induce heating (above 100 kHz to several MHz), TMMEP can be achieved at frequencies below 100 Hz. As for particles characteristics, there is a wide variety of devices and applied magnetic field parameters (Table 1) for a TMMEP. A schematic representation of the different devices is shown in Fig. 3.

The first method of field application was to use commercial or homemade magnetic stirrers, traditionally used for stirring mixtures with a magnetic bar. They are composed of two oppositely magnetized magnets located at each end of a rotating rod with the rotation speed up to 2000 rpm depending on the model (Fig. 3(a)). Advantage of these devices is that they are cheap and already present in most chemistry or biology laboratories. The major disadvantage is the inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field. Indeed, a field mapping carried out on a commercial magnetic stirrer shows that right above the magnets, the field is perpendicular to the plane of the stirrer and has a value of 30 mT. Although the term “rotating magnetic field” is generally used to refer to this type of device, the field acting on the particles located above the circular trajectory of the rotating magnets is actually pulsed up and down during the rotation of the magnets. Moving away from the trajectory by 1 cm outwards, the field strength decreases and an in-plane component appears, of about 5 mT. In the center of the agitator, the field is parallel to the plane and has a value of 15 mT, which is indeed a rotating field. In the rest of the literature, the field strength values applied with magnetic stirrer are given between 30 and 240 mT but the location of the measurement (center or above the trajectory of the magnets) is not indicated. This device can only be used in vitro, taking care to distribute the cells to be treated over the path of the magnets for a pulsed vertical field, or in the center of the agitator for a rotating horizontal field. In both cases, the inhomogeneity of the field and the induced field gradient must be considered. Similarly, a system also based on the rotation of two magnets is used by Li et al. In this case, the sample was placed between the ends of two rotating rods. The two rods were aligned and a magnet was placed at the end of each rod in opposite directions. The applied field was adjusted by varying the distance between the two rods with a maximum of 50 mT. Wo et al. developed a more complex system using four permanent magnets placed on a disk under the culture plate producing a 45 mT field on the cells. During magnetic field exposure, the disk rotates and can also move on axial and radial direction. Moreover, Maniotis et al. recently developed a versatile system for TMMEP, configured with two to eight permanent magnets inserted in a rotating turntable, leading to field amplitudes of 200 mT and mean field gradient of 45 T m⁻¹.

A method widely used to apply an alternating magnetic field to cells consists in using coils or electromagnets (Fig. 3(b)-(d)). The field can be applied with an iron stick placed between the wells of a culture plate, itself wound with copper wire, to apply a 90 Oe (−9 mT) field. Alternatively, the culture plate can be directly placed above a coil (Fig. 3(b)). Kilinc et al. used a Fe–Co–V tip wound with a copper coil to apply the magnetic field (the amplitude is not indicated). In the latter case, the magnetic field was applied very locally (500 μm from the tip). Magnetic fields produced by these three methods are highly inhomogeneous and decrease sharply as a function of the distance from the field source. Another method consists in placing the sample in the air gap of a U or C-shaped ferrite core subjected to alternating current (Fig. 3(c)). This technique was chosen by D. Cheng et al. and used at very high frequency (35 kHz) on cells detached from the support and placed in a tube; and by Martínez-Banderas et al. to apply a 1 mT field at 10 Hz. With this method, the magnetic field is homogenous in the air gap but limitations come from the size of the device compared to the field amplitude. In a different approach, cells or mouse are placed directly in the center of the solenoid to apply a 100 Oe (=10 mT) field. Here again, the field amplitude is very limited. Several commercial devices composed of an induction system with a ferromagnetic core or several coils have also been used. The field produced by these three systems creates a gradient that is either used by some authors or avoided by positioning the cells with respect to the field source geometry. The use of coils of identical size and even number, placed around the area of interest, creates a fairly homogeneous field around the symmetry plane separating them. This is referred to as Helmholtz coils (Fig. 3(d)). This configuration was used to apply a 140 Oe (=14 mT) uni- or bi-axial pulsed field. The disadvantage of this method is the rapid heating of the coils when a high current is applied, which requires a cooling system.

In order to produce a homogeneous field of larger amplitude, a Halbach cylinder can be used (Fig. 3(e)). This cylinder is composed of several permanent magnets (usually 8, 12 or 16) suitably oriented to produce a uniform magnetic field in the hollow of the cylinder. Using a rotation system, this cylinder was used to apply a rotating field in its center of about 1 T on cells, but also on mice. This device allows stronger fields to be applied in a limited space. The field rotation frequency is determined by the cylinder rotating speed which can be adjusted as required and is only limited by mechanical constrains (motor, generator, mechanical and magnetic forces, magnets weight).

In an innovative approach, a preclinical MRI system was used to apply a pulsed gradient. The main advantage of this method is its compatibility for subsequent clinical use, as MRI imaging systems are already widely used in hospitals. The field strength applied here is 9.4 T at a frequency of 5.4 kHz.

As mentioned above, while most of the studies discussed here focus on an oscillating or rotational motion of particles, some studies aimed solely at creating static forces pulling on the cell-membrane-bound particles, through the application of a static magnetic field gradient. In this case, static magnetic field gradients are applied using two permanent magnets placed on either side of cells or mouse (Fig. 3(f)). The maximum field created is between 0.2 and 0.66 T. However, in a study comparing the effects of an oscillating field and a field gradient, the oscillating field showed a better efficacy. The magnetic field of amplitude 160 kA m⁻¹ (i.e. B ~ 200 mT) was here applied...
Table 2  Percentage of cancer cells viability after full treatment (particles + field), compared with particle incubation and no field applied (particles) or in untreated cells (control). For clarity reasons, the results have been extrapolated and are expressed here as a percentage of viability, except for the results in italics. In this case, the LDH release is normalized to 1 for healthy cells, and expressed as a function of this value for the other conditions. In the absence of positive control, it is not possible to calculate a percentage of viability. The symbol † is used to indicate trypan blue cell counts with a haemocytometer (with the reserve that particles may be counted as dead cells). The authors refer to Table 1 where the exposure conditions are detailed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Experiment conditions</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
<th>Main effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fung et al., 2008 (ref. 19)</td>
<td>Particles + field</td>
<td>MTT 11%</td>
<td>MTT</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>CK /—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particles</td>
<td>LDH ~10%</td>
<td>LDH ~10%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>CM /A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>TB 23%</td>
<td>TB † 70%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>CM /A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PI ~80%</td>
<td>PI ~80%</td>
<td>LDH ×1.61</td>
<td>CM &amp; CL /—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al., 2010 (ref. 22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu and Gao, 2010 (ref. 41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2012 (ref. 31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho et al., 2012 (ref. 42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al., 2013 (ref. 29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domenech et al., 2013 (ref. 21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Zhang et al., 2014 (ref. 43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Cheng et al., 2014 (ref. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Cheng et al., 2015 (ref. 37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killinc et al., 2015 (ref. 34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leulmi et al., 2015 (ref. 38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wo et al., 2016 (ref. 45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master et al., 2016 (ref. 44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muroski et al., 2016 (ref. 39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez-Banderas et al., 2016 (ref. 35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hapuarachige et al., 2016 (ref. 48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegerhof et al., 2016 (ref. 49)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al., 2017 (ref. 36)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al., 2017 (ref. 50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell et al., 2017 (ref. 27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by a magnet moved alternatively away or closer to the sample to produce the oscillating field and field gradient.

### 3. Effects on cancer cells in vitro

The various methods described above aim at reducing the viability of cancer cells, focusing on various cancer types and cell lines as presented in Table 1; their efficacy was assessed via counting the number of viable cancer cells, through different techniques as described below (in Section 3.1). The main percentages of cancer cells viability, extracted from the reported studies, have been summarized in Table 2. Some experimental parameters, in particular the conditions of magnetic field application, have been analyzed below in Section 3.1, correlated with the reported viability results.

In addition, a number of these studies describe the biological mechanisms at the cell level that could explain the observed decrease in cancer cell viability. Depending on the targeted internal/external part of the cell, the mechanical stress may locally damage the cell membrane (compromising its integrity, modifying its permeability), or may cause internal disturbances in the cytoplasm, including in particular perturbations of the lysosomes or cytoskeleton, as noted in Table 2 column 6, and described below in Section 3.2.

In most cases, these perturbations on cells are correlated with the expected and experimentally observed cell death pathways, induced by TMMEP (see Section 3.3 and Table 2). Among the different forms of cell death, largely investigated over the last two decades, apoptosis and necrosis cover a wide range of cellular processes, with however a full range of features from fully necrotic to fully apoptotic. Apoptosis, referred as “programmed cell death” or “cellular suicide” – potentially purely physiological in the absence of external perturbation, can also be triggered in response to external perturbations in the extra- or intracellular microenvironment.

It is worth remembering that the elimination of apoptotic cells, engulfed by phagocytes, generally takes place without any inflammatory response in tissues, while necrosis is well known to induce inflammatory reactions. This regulated cell death represents one of the essential natural processes maintaining homeostasis of healthy tissue or organisms. By contrast, the apoptosis pathway is well known to be often defective in cancer cells, for which evading apoptosis is a factor promoting their proliferation. Precisely here, most of the reported works show that TMMEP can trigger cancer cell death through apoptosis pathway, some of them through necrosis, as shown in Table 2 (column 6), and Section 3.3.

All these studies were conducted on two-dimensional in vitro cell models, except Lunov et al., who utilized 3D multicellular aggregates to assess TMMEP efficacy.

#### 3.1 Cellular viability

3.1.1 Cancer cell viability assays. Different techniques can be used to evaluate cell viability. In the studies presented in this review, the following assays – referenced below and in Table 2 – have been used.
**Fig. 4** (a) and (b) Extracted from Chiriac et al., 2018. Human osteosarcoma cells (a) before and (b) after the magneto-mechanical actuation (rotating field). Live cells are colored in green and dead cells in red [Reproduced with permission of ref. 52, Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature, Sci. Rep.]. (c–f) Extracted from Hu and Gao, 2010. Prostate cancer cells after treatment: (c) cells only, (d) cells exposed to magnetic field, (e) cells with particles, (f) cells with particles and exposed to magnetic field. Particles are biphasic iron oxide nanocomposites (d = 180 nm). Rotating magnetic field (0.83 Hz) was applied for 15 min. Dead cells appear blue due to trypan blue staining [Reproduced with permission of ref. 41, Copyright © 2010, American Chemical Society, J. Am. Chem. Soc.]. (g and h) Extracted from Liu et al., 2012. Cell membrane topographical imaging by AFM. (g) Control group. Surface of untreated cell was smooth. (h) MCF-7 cell treated by multiwalled carbon nanotubes exposed in 40 mT magnetic field for 20 min. Surface of the treated group is much rougher than controls with many small pore like structures [Reproduced with permission of ref. 31, Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society, Nano Lett.].

- Assays based on the staining of dead cells: trypan blue (TB) is a cell permeant dye, which is released out of live cells. Live (non-colored) and dead (blue-colored) cells are then counted, manually under either a microscope, or automatically using a hemocytometer. This assay is distinguished from those where the dye enters only in dead cells: propidium iodide (IP), ethidium bromide (BrEth) and 7-AAD (7-aminoactinomycin D), which stain nuclei of cells that have lost their membrane integrity. These dyes are DNA/RNA intercalating agents, which become fluorescent upon intercalating. After incubation with the dye, the cell fluorescence is measured using flow cytometry.

- Assays evaluating the metabolic activity of cells: MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide), WST-8 (2-(2-methoxy-4-nitrophenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium), CCK8 (Cell Counting Kit) meaning WST-8 assay, WST-1 (4-[3-(4-iodophenyl)-2-[4-nitrophenyl]-2H-5-tetrazolio]-1,3-benzene disulfonate) and MTS (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium), are tetrazolium salts that are reduced by cellular NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) in reduced form), forming formazan compounds that absorb light at specific wavelengths. The resazurin (Resaz.) assay (present for example in CellTiter-Blue® or PrestoBlue®) is reduced in metabolically-active cells into resorufin, which is pink and fluorescent.

- Assays based on the leakage of an enzyme from cells having impaired plasma membrane integrity, such as the LDH assay, in which the release of cytoplasmic LDH out of the cells is quantified after reacting with a tetrazolium salt.

- Assays combining two of these dyes, such as the LIVE/DEAD® test (L/D). It is based on the use of acetoxyethyl calcein (AM) which stains live cells and ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) which stains dead cells. In metabolically-active cells, non-fluorescent calcein AM is converted by intracellular esterase activity to green fluorescent calcein. EthD-1 enters cells with impaired membranes and binds to nucleic acid, leading to red fluorescence.

In some studies, the number of live cells is quantified using optical microscopy and compared to the number of cells in untreated control. Some markers of the cell nuclei are also used, allowing to differentiate healthy cells from affected ones, which are characterized by dense nuclear staining and atypical shape. Finally, the light intensity emitted by cells expressing luciferase is used in one study. This enzyme catalyzes bioluminescence reaction, it is used to quantify the number of cells.

Some nanoparticles show interference with most of these assays. For instance, the presence of particles in cell cytoplasms impairs the appropriate counting of blue cells in the trypan blue assay when automatic counting is used. To use trypan blue for such application, cells should be manually counted under a microscope, taking care to differentiate between blue colored cells and particle charged cells that appear darker under the microscope. It has been shown that MTT, MTS, LDH and resazurin tests can interfere with some particles, and that absorbance and fluorescence measurements can be affected by nanoparticles showing intrinsic absorbance or fluorescence property. Therefore, when working with particles, the cell viability assay has to be carefully chosen so that interference is
minimal. It is recommended that several different toxicity assays should be implemented.

3.1.2 Cancer cell viability after TMMEP. Most studies show a decrease in cell viability following exposure to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4. However, the order of magnitude is very different from one study to another. In some work, the experimental conditions suggest that the particles might interfere with the assay, and appropriate controls are lacking. Moreover, under the same experimental conditions, different groups sometimes show discrepant results. Finally, some results have been obtained only once, and should be reproduced before a final conclusion can be made. Consequently, the different studies summarized in this review should be compared with caution, because some of them are preliminary, while some others show statistically-significant results.

Results presented below show the lowest value of cell viability obtained, for each publication, when several conditions or parameters have been tested (Table 2).

Table 2 shows the wide variety of results obtained in the different published studies. Although not quantified, a significant decrease in cell viability after TMMEP was also observed with a 7-AAD test, and a LIVE/DEAD test.

In summary, no clear correlation between the observed effect and the used parameter can be derived from the comparison of these different studies. However, initial conclusions can be proposed, from some parameters tested, as described thereafter.

3.1.3 Influence of magnetic field characteristics, application time on cell viability

Influence of the field frequency on cell death. Most studies were carried out at low frequencies, between 10 and 50 Hz. A few studies have also tested very low frequencies between 0.5 and 5 Hz (see Table 1). These low frequencies are in contrast to the very high frequencies (above 1 kHz) used in some studies, which correspond to the frequencies commonly used for magnetic hyperthermia. These studies are cited here because the authors were interested in the induced mechanical effects and do not show any temperature increase during magnetic field application. In some work, the influence of magnetic field frequency on cell death induction was studied while keeping all other parameters constant. In the first study, conducted in 2010, the authors Kim et al. showed that the optimal effect was obtained with frequencies of 10 and 20 Hz, inducing ~90% of cell mortality. The effect obtained was lower at 40 Hz (~75% of cell mortality), significantly decreased at 50 Hz (~25% of cell mortality) and non-existent at 60 Hz. The effect of lower frequencies (from 1 to 20 Hz) was assessed by Wong et al. in 2017, which showed a slight increase in lethal effect as the frequency decreases, with ~80% of viable cells at 10 Hz and ~73% of viable cells at 1 Hz. However, these results contrast with those of Li et al., published in the same year, showing a better efficiency at 20 Hz, with 75% of cell viability, than at 2 Hz, with 80% of cell viability. Similarly, Wang et al. showed a better effect at 10 Hz compared to 2 and 5 Hz. Frequencies above 20 Hz were studied by Chiriac et al. in 2018. They showed a higher efficiency for a 50 Hz frequency with ~68% cell viability, compared to frequencies of 20, 70 and 100 Hz which gave cell viability of at least 75%. In a study on colorectal cancer cells, a very low frequency (1 Hz) was compared to a much higher frequency (1 kHz), but with an applied magnetic field of only 0.5 mT while the particles saturation field is 250 mT. The authors concluded that the efficiency is slightly better with a 1 kHz treatment with ~62% cell viability compared to ~67% of cell viability with a 1 Hz treatment, although this difference is not statistically significant. The similarity of the effect obtained with these two very different frequencies raises the question of the mechanisms involved. Indeed, it is possible that particles subjected to each frequency may be effective in causing a lethal effect, but through very different mechanisms.

Influence of the duration and repetition of magnetic field exposure. The magnetic field application duration varies from 1 min to 2 h and is sometimes repeated for several days (see Table 1). In a study published in 2015, a magnetic field of 20 Hz was applied in vitro for 5 or 30 min. The authors showed an almost identical effect on cell viability after treatment (10.7% and 13% viability, respectively) with these two durations. In their in vivo study, the field was applied for 1 h and repeated daily during 1 week. In another in vitro study, a field of higher-frequency (35 kHz) and duration of treatment ranging from 10 to 120 min were used; the authors showed a greater decrease in cell viability with increasing exposure times, reaching 30% of decrease for 1 and 2 hours of treatment. Similarly, a comparison between 10 and 30 min of treatment showed a better in vitro effect for 30 min, although the best effect obtained was a 5% decrease in cell viability, which is rather low. Exposure times of less than 20 min were also tested, and revealed a linear relationship between cell viability and exposure time. In conclusion, cell viability decreases with increased time of exposure to magnetic field. This effect seems to saturate beyond 1 hour of treatment.

By repeating the treatment daily (20 Hz field for 20 min), Zhang et al. showed decrease of cell number compared to controls. However, it would be interesting to compare this result, obtained after repeated exposure, to the result that would be obtained after a single treatment. Similarly, Muroski et al. showed a decrease in cell viability after three exposures to the magnetic field (20 Hz field for 30 min), but not compared to a single exposure.

A “pulsed” mode was also tested. The magnetic field was applied for 10 min and then stopped for 5 min, with a total exposure time of 30 min. A higher decrease in cell viability was observed compared to continuous field application. Tested on two cell lines, cell viability decreased to ~25 and ~50% with pulsed mode versus ~50 and ~100% with continuous mode, for a particles concentration of 0.05 g L⁻¹.

3.2 Targeted cancer cell components and cell activity affected by the treatment

3.2.1 Cellular membrane perturbation. Cell membrane alterations measured by the various tests presented above were directly observed in a study focusing on this aspect. Liu et al. showed an increase in membrane roughness by Atomic Force Microscopy after application of a 75 mT magnetic field at 16.7 Hz for 20 min on cells exposed to nanowires, which was concomitant with an increase in membrane roughness, as
observed by Scanning Electron Microscopy,\textsuperscript{31} and showed in Fig. 4(g) and (h). In an innovative approach, Muroski \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} used neural stem cells (NSCs) as a vehicle to transport particles to cancer cells and then applied a rotating magnetic field to release the particles from NSC. After incubation time to let particles enter U87 cells, rotating magnetic field was applied to destroy U87 cancer cells. They observed that U87 cells were positively labelled with 7-AAD (unquantified) after only 30 s of field application (without NSC carrying).\textsuperscript{39} Membrane integrity alteration was also reported by Wong \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{26} in cells exposed to magnetic NiFe nanowires, and to a field of 140 Oe (\textit{i.e.} 14 mT) at 1, 2 or 5 Hz for 10 min, \textit{via} ethidium bromide staining.\textsuperscript{26} The authors here hypothesized that membrane permeabilization was related to late apoptosis, which would need to be confirmed since no early apoptosis was detected.

### 3.2.2 Lysosomal perturbation

Lysosomes are cytoplasmic vesicles involved in several cellular processes and among them the hydrolysis of biomolecules and secretion of degradation products. The permeabilization of their membranes is regarded as a new strategy to induce cell death \textit{via} the so-called lysosome-dependent pathway.\textsuperscript{46} Playing an essential role in various programmed cell death pathways, lysosomes are notably involved in processes of apoptosis.\textsuperscript{44,45} Several studies have focused on the impact of magnetically-actuated particles targeted to lysosomes. Domenech \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{21} showed lysosomal membrane permeabilization (LMP) increase – through heat and/or mechanical damage – in 30\% of cells treated with iron oxide magnetic particles targeted to the epidermal growth factor receptor, which were actuated \textit{via} a 233 kHz magnetic field at a magnitude of 42 kA m\textsuperscript{-1} (\textit{i.e.} \textasciitilde 52 mT), \textit{via} acridine orange labelling. This treatment caused a 8\% increase in the number of cells with lysosomal membrane rupture, assessed by monitoring cathepsin B activity,\textsuperscript{21} cathepsins being proteolytic enzymes present in the lysosomal compartments that are released into the cytoplasm when lysosomal membrane is ruptured. This phenomenon was correlated with an increase in Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS, chemical species that cause oxidative stress on cells as their concentration increases) production after application of a very high frequency field.\textsuperscript{21} In an approach specifically targeting lysosomes using the LAMP1 antibody, grafted onto SPIONS, Zhang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{43} also demonstrated a permeabilization of lysosomal compartments after applying a 30 mT field at 20 Hz for 20 min. Indeed, the intensity of the LysoTracker and LysoSensor Green markers decreased in this condition, as well as lysosome size. Lysosome disturbance was confirmed by Shen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{36} after 30 min of field application at 15 Hz on cells exposed to iron oxide nanoparticles doped with zinc, through galectin labelling and imaging by transmission electron microscopy, and by Lunov \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{34} by studying acridine orange fluorescence. These authors also observed a reduction of mitochondrial membrane potential, mitochondrial dysfunction and ROS accumulation after LMP initiation.\textsuperscript{34} However, in another study, Master \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{44} found no evidence of lysosomal disturbance or LMP after the application of a 50 kA m\textsuperscript{-1} (\textit{i.e.} \textasciitilde 62 mT) field at 50 Hz in pulsed mode (3 \times 10 min) to cells exposed to superparamagnetic nanoparticles coated with block copolymers, which increases cell internalization and promotes clustering on lysosomes. In this study, LMP was assessed by labelling with LysoTracker Green and acridine orange.\textsuperscript{44}

#### 3.2.3 Cytoskeleton perturbation

The impact of the treatment on the cell cytoskeleton was studied with a particular focus on actin. When bound to ATP, this protein forms filaments that make up the skeleton of the cell.\textsuperscript{90,96} A disturbance of the cytoskeleton was observed following the application of the magnetic field in the presence of particles.\textsuperscript{44} Interestingly, the authors showed that lethal effect of the treatment depends on the mechanical properties of the cells. It explains why cancer cells, which are less rigid than healthy cells, are more affected by treatment. The use of cytochalasin D to reduce cell stiffness shows that healthy cells whose mechanical properties have been modified become vulnerable to mechanical stress induced by particle movement.\textsuperscript{44}

#### 3.2.4 Ionic exchanges

By measuring the electric current leaving cells, Ju \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} showed that application of magnetic field, alone or in combination with magnetic particles, reduces the entry of anion into cells (reduction of about 40–43\% for magnetic field alone and 54–57\% for magnetic field with particles).\textsuperscript{46} The effect is significantly weaker on healthy cells. Impact of mechanical particle stimulation on cellular ionic exchanges had already been observed.\textsuperscript{17,18,97}

#### 3.2.5 Overactivation of ERK proteins

Phosphorylation (addition of a phosphate group) of ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinases) following the application of magnetic field in the presence of particles has been studied.\textsuperscript{44} ERK proteins are kinases that activate other proteins by adding a phosphate group. An overactivation of these proteins causes the cell cycle to stop. The authors showed a higher phosphorylation of these proteins following treatment leading to cell death.

### 3.3 Main cell death pathways and processes observed in TMMEP

#### 3.3.1 Apoptosis

Among the studies that have sought to determine the mechanisms involved in this magnetically-assisted cell death, the first hypothesis is that these treatments induce apoptosis in cancer cells. In 2010, Kim \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} showed by a TUNEL test (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling) that 60\% of cells (counted per 1000 cells on 6 wells) are positively labelled for apoptosis after local application of an AC field of 90 Oe (9 mT) at 20 Hz for 10 min.\textsuperscript{32} TUNEL test is based on the enzyme TdT (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase) which recognizes the 3’-OH terminal groups released during DNA degradation. Similar results, although not quantified, were subsequently obtained in 2012 by Cho \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{42} who showed, \textit{via} immunostaining, the activation of caspase cascade, membrane inversion and blebbing after applying a continuous field of 0.2 T for 2 h, showing the onset of apoptosis. On the other hand, Zhang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{43} who also assessed cell apoptosis post-treatment, showed that only \textasciitilde 7\% of the cells underwent apoptosis after applying a 30 mT field at 20 Hz for 20 min, when using annexin V staining. They concluded that this apoptosis rate impacted cell proliferation.\textsuperscript{43} In 2015,\textsuperscript{37} cell apoptosis after the application of a 1 T field at 20 Hz for 5 min was studied by a TUNEL test. Number of positively labelled cells
Table 3  Summary of in vivo studies of the effectiveness of TMMEP. The “Model” column indicates the model chosen as well as the type and number of cells used for tumor induction. The “Particle injection” column first indicates the time of injection of the particles, defined as a day (Day 0 corresponding to tumor induction) or depending on the diameter $D$ of the tumor; then indicates the quantity of particles injected as well as the injection procedure. The “Molecules” column indicates the complementary molecules used. The “Magnetic field” column indicates the first time of exposure, defined as a specific day or depending on the volume $V$ of the tumor or a delay after NP injection. The duration of exposure to the field and possible repetitions are then indicated. The “Study” column indicates the time of sampling, often defined as a duration after magnetic field exposure (MFE) as well as the methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of the TMMEP. The abbreviation HE stands for hematoxylin–eosin labelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Particle injection</th>
<th>Magnetic field</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Timing Procedure</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho et al., 2012 (ref. 42)</td>
<td>Zebrafish</td>
<td>Day 0 2.5 ng injected in the vitellus</td>
<td>24 h after NP</td>
<td>24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Cheng et al., 2015 (ref. 37)</td>
<td>Athymic nude mice $1 \times 10^5$ U87 cells in orthotopic model (brain)</td>
<td>Day 0 50 NP/cell injected with cells</td>
<td>From day 4</td>
<td>1 h × 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamay et al., 2016 (ref. 40)</td>
<td>ICR white mouse $1 \times 10^6$ EAC cells in the leg</td>
<td>Day 7 2 × 10$^7$ NP/100 μl PBS injected intratumorally AS-9 and AS-14</td>
<td>1 h after NP</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegerhof et al., 2016 (ref. 49)</td>
<td>Nude mice $2 \times 10^6$ A431 cells subcutaneous $D &gt; 4$–5 mm</td>
<td>Day 0 6 mg of NP in 200 μl injected intratumorally Cetuximab</td>
<td>From day 4</td>
<td>1 h × 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brossel et al., 2016 (ref. 47)</td>
<td>BALB/C mice $1 \times 10^7$ MDA-MB-231 cells subcutaneous</td>
<td>Day 0 5 mg of iron injected with cells</td>
<td>2 h after NP</td>
<td>30 min × 7 in 14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al., 2017 (ref. 50)</td>
<td>C75BL/6 mice $1 \times 10^5$ MCF-7 cells subcutaneous $D &gt; 5$ mm</td>
<td>Day 0 2 mg of NP (in average) injected subcutaneously</td>
<td>$V &gt; 0.1$–0.2 cm$^3$</td>
<td>2 h × 21 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Chen et al., 2020 (ref. 25)</td>
<td>Athymic nude mice $5 \times 10^6$ U87 cells subcutaneous</td>
<td>Day 0, 2, and 4 5 mg kg$^{-1}$ of NP injected intratumorally</td>
<td>From day 1</td>
<td>30 min × 6 in 14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Chen et al., 2020 (ref. 25)</td>
<td>Athymic nude mice $2 \times 10^6$ U87 cells in orthotopic model (brain)</td>
<td>Day 0 2.5 mg kg$^{-1}$ of NP injected intratumorally</td>
<td>From day 2</td>
<td>20 min × 5 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cells were pre-incubated with MPs for 24 h and implanted in the mouse brain. MRI technique causes by particle vibration, and imaging by flow cytometry. Using an annexin V staining combined to caspase-3 activity evaluation, the authors show an increase of ~60% of apoptotic cells after TMMEP (percentage extracted from the Fig. 4(d) of ref. 51). The increase in apoptosis rate was also observed with 3D cellular multiaggregates. Using two different markers (BCL-2, apoptosis-inhibiting protein and BAX, pro-apoptotic protein) and flow cytometry analysis, Ju et al. showed that 18 to 22% of cancer cells were apoptotic after treatment, compared to 3% in a non-cancer cell line. Application of magnetic field on cells that have not been exposed to particles also increases the number of apoptotic cells by up to 7%, in this study. This phenomenon was confirmed by western blot’s analysis of the ratio of BCL-2 : BAX proteins that decreases a treatment, compared to 3% in a non-cancer cell line. Application of magnetic field on cells that have not been exposed to particles also increases the number of apoptotic cells by up to 7%, in this study. This phenomenon was confirmed by western blot’s analysis of the ratio of BCL-2 : BAX proteins that decreases after treatment, indicating a greater amount of pro-apoptotic proteins. Although not quantified, the presence of apoptotic cells was also confirmed by increased intensity of Hoechst 33258 staining of cell nuclei, probing chromatin condensation.

3.3.2 Necrosis, cell membrane rupture. Instead of apoptosis, some of the studies obtained cancer cell necrosis as the main outcomes of the magneto-mechanical treatment. In particular, Wang et al., 2013, using either spindle-like iron particles or clusters of spherical nanoparticles (less efficient), induced necrosis through membrane damage of the HepG2 cancer cells, while the quick cell death excluded apoptosis pathway. Contreras et al., 2015, using magnetic nanowires, triggered cell membrane leakage revealing the membrane rupture, described as a non-apoptotic cell death mechanism. Vegerhof et al., 2016, using spherical magnetite nanoparticles, showed mechanical rupture of the cell membrane caused by particle vibration, and imaged by MRI in vivo necrosis in the tumor site.

3.3.3 Cells detachment. By optical microscopic observations, Hapuarachchige et al. witnessed the detachment of cells from the bottom of the wells after combined exposure to magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and magnetic field application. This phenomenon is also mentioned by Muroski et al. on cells exposed to 2 μm multilayer magnetic disks and to a 1 T rotating magnetic field. The authors hypothesized that this detachment was due to cell death. Detachment of cells after treatment can be problematic for tests performed on bottom plate immediately after treatment. Indeed, detached cells would not be counted and analyzed. Moreover, since such an effect is specific to a 2D in vitro test, precautions should be taken while analyzing results.

3.4 Comments on the in vitro apoptotic occurrence in TMMEP
Clearly, whereas all treatments aim at minimizing the cell viability, the in vitro outcomes exhibit the great variability from one study to another (see Table 2). The diversity of the cellular responses can easily be understood, given the diversity of experimental conditions (Tables 1 and 2), as commented above. Although without statistical validation, we can observe some trends based on all the in vitro studies. As shown in Table 2 (column 6), apoptosis represents, in most cases, the latest stage of the above cited cellular perturbations, however with variable rates of cancer cells mortality (or viability). Some of the studies show the induction of necrosis only – such as necrotic membrane disruption, cell membrane leakage or cell lysis. Other studies mention both apoptosis and necrosis as cell death pathway. The cell death pathway may likewise remain unspecified, neither apoptotic nor necrotic, opening the door to further studies.

Concerning the influence of particle shape, studies using disc-shaped particle have all highlighted apoptotic pathways for the treated cancer cells (see in Table 1, noted A in the last column, and the viability percentage in Table 2). Several of the studies using spherical particles likewise observe apoptosis pathways, however not all of them. Nanorods have a greater propensity to induce necrosis, or more generally to induce more disruptive death pathway than apoptosis, such as membrane lysis.

![Fig. 5](image-url) Extracted from Y. Cheng et al., 2015. in vivo therapeutic efficacy of the magnetic particles (MPs) under rotating magnetic field. The U87 cells were pre-incubated with MPs for 24 h and implanted in the mouse brain. (a) Quantification of the tumor bioluminescence signal over 4 weeks (n = 5 mice per group). Data are presented as mean ± SE. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (Student’s t test); (b) Kaplan–Meier survival curve of the mice with and without magnetic field treatment. *p < 0.05 (log rank test) [Reproduced with permission (ref. 37). Copyright © 2015, Elsevier B.V., J. Control. Release].
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Most published studies investigated classical molecular pathway as previously done for chemotherapy and targeted therapies. However, several groups recently described the existence of specific molecular pathway responding to mechanical forces. This open a new field of exploration that will be mandatory in the magneto-mechanical field – Broders-Bondon et al., 2018.98

4. In vivo studies

Several groups studying TMMEP performed in vivo tests, a necessary step to validate the efficacy of this treatment. These studies are very important, when we integrate the major discrepancies observed between in vitro and in vivo efficacy in classical cancer therapies. This discrepancy might be much more important here, because of the major physical differences between liquid in vitro and the in vivo tissue micro-environment.

The tumor targeting, in living organisms, may be based either on a systemic injection (intravenous), or on a local injection of the particles within the tumor site. As indicated above in Section 2.2, anisotropic shapes of particles are much more suitable than nanospheres for their transport through the bloodstream.44 However, considering potential clinical applications, intravenous administration of particles to target the tumor site remains challenging. The in-depth analysis of Wilhelm et al., 2016,66 shows the weak proportion of injected particles in the blood flow which penetrate the targeted tumor – less than 1%, so far – regardless of the particle shape and size. Biological mechanisms leading to the particles engulfment by phagocytic cells, which occur mainly in organs such as the liver, spleen and lungs,64,66 highly contribute to eliminate particles from the blood circulation, preventing them to be delivered to the tumor site.24,66 According to their size, particles may also be eliminated by the kidneys, lymph nodes and skin. Because of this systematic loss of particles, approaches utilizing a systemic administration of particles still require to be improved for clinical applications. The few TMMEP in vivo studies available in literature, presented in Table 3, show different modes of particles administration. The local injection of particles predominates – with two cases of particles previously mixed with the cancer cells for a common injection – leading to upstream level studies. One of them uses the intravenous mode, assuming that the tumor targeting and particles accumulation within the tumor site was helped by the EPR effect.49 However, we can also consider that a direct injection of the magnetic particles into the tumor site is interesting for potential clinical applications. The TMMEP may then be the way to avoid the surgical removal of small tumors, or to act repeatedly after surgery on the remaining or recurrent cancer cells targeted by the particles.

The in vivo studies are summarized in Table 3. Details on particle material and field application were reviewed in Table 1.

In 2012, Cho et al.48 studied the effect of applying a constant magnetic field of 0.5 T creating a gradient, for 24 h, on spherical zinc-doped iron oxide nanoparticles injected into zebrafish. Particles were functionalized to target the DR4 receptor (Death Receptor 4, which may be involved in triggering apoptosis) and were injected into the yolk at the embryonic stage. After magnetic field application, morphological alterations were observed in the tail, which had developed at an angle of 22°. Caspase 3 was studied here as a marker of apoptosis and a 6-fold increase in the number of caspase 3 positive cells was observed in zebrafish exposed to the magnetic field.42

The first in vivo rodent study was conducted by Y. Cheng et al.57 on a mouse model of glioblastoma by orthotropic grafting (cancer cells were injected into their original organ, here the brain). The mice survival assay used magnetic particles incubated with the glioma cells prior to the tumor implantation. By applying a rotating field of 1 T at 20 Hz for 1 h daily for 1 week, the authors showed an increase in median survival from 56 days for the group exposed to particles without magnetic field application, to 63 days for the treated group with magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 5. Median survival for a group of control mice that would have been exposed neither to particles nor to the magnetic field is replaced here by mice submitted to particles only without field, the non toxicity and non efficiency of particles alone being verified. In this preliminary approach, vortex particles were injected at the same time as tumor cells and the field was applied from the 4th day post-implantation. Although anti-cancer treatments are usually tested from the 10th day, tumor size significantly increasing from this time.99,100 Here, the authors showed a significant decrease in tumor volume for 60% of mice on the day 28, using the fluorescence intensity of luciferase. To understand the involved mechanisms, a histological study was carried out on brain sections a day after treatment of 30 min for 1 week, the particles being injected directly into the tumor on the 3rd day, i.e. 24 h before the beginning of exposure to the magnetic field. The authors likewise showed a 19% increase in the number of cells in apoptosis. Almost all the particles are still located in the tumor 7 days after injection, and no particles have been found in other healthy organs (kidney, liver, lungs, large intestine, heart, bladder, spleen, testicles).

In a subcutaneous tumor model, Vegerhof et al.49 showed significantly reduced tumor growth after application of a non-uniform field of 6.2 G (i.e. 0.62 mT) at 4 Hz for 30 min, repeated for 7 days.49 The amplitude of the field is very small as compared to other published studies. Spherical magnetite particles of different sizes were injected intravenously about 2 hours before field application. Particles with a diameter of 200 nm functionalized with an antibody (cetuximab) to EGF receptors were most effective with a tumor growth of only 32% after 6 days of treatment compared to a growth of 548% for the particle-free control group with cetuximab injection alone. The hysteresis loops of particles could help in the understanding of the results.

Also in a subcutaneous model, Li et al.58 observed morphological changes after the application of a magnetic field from 1 to 10 mT with a frequency varying between 2 and 20 Hz for 1 h. Spherical iron oxide particles were injected into the subcutaneous tumor and was exposed to the magnetic field 8 hours after injection. Euthanasia was performed 24 hours later and tissues were analyzed by a Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) label that
allows the observation of cell morphology. The authors showed that tissues of control groups (saline injection and field exposure or particle injection alone) were normal while tissues subjected to particle injection and magnetic field appear destroyed. The effect was maximal at the highest frequency (20 Hz) as well as the highest field strength (20 mT).\(^5\)

In vivo tests were also performed by Zamay et al.\(^40\) by injecting adenocarcinoma cells into the mouse thigh. One hour after intra-tumor injection of the particles (nickel nanodiscs), mice were subjected to a field of 100 Oe (i.e. 10 mT) at 100 Hz for 10 min. Samples were collected 4 hours after the field application. Analysis of histological sections showed that injection of AS-9 and AS-14 aptamers lead to cancer cells destruction but that this effect was increased when the magnetic field is applied.\(^40\) Monitoring tumor size by observing tumor pictures during treatment (injection of particles and/or aptamers + field application) repeated 3 times in 3 days showed that aptamers alone do not reduce the tumor volume. Application of magnetic field on non-functionalized particles caused destruction of the tumor but also of the muscles and epithelium, causing tissue necrosis. These phenomena are also visible after the field is applied to functionalized particles but appear from the 3rd day of treatment on the example shown here. In this type of assays, tumor and tissues imaging remains challenging.

In a different approach, the application of a field gradient was studied by Brossel et al., 2016.\(^47\) Iron nanoparticles were injected with cancer cells subcutaneously. A field gradient was applied from day 18 for 2 hours and repeated for 21 days. Authors showed a significant reduction in tumor volume compared to controls (median volume of 529 mm\(^3\) for treated group versus 1334 mm\(^3\) for control groups).

5. Discussion – summary

Although many advances have been made in the area of cancer therapy, the severe side effects of numerous treatments have oriented the research towards the development of targeted and local treatments. In particular, magnetic nanoparticles, already involved for decades in hyperthermia studies, recently show their strong potential to destroy cancer cells through their mechanical vibrations, remotely actuated by an alternating magnetic field at low frequency (a few tens of Hz). This review have identified and compared the studies, mostly in vitro, and the very first in vivo ones, focusing on this recent magnetic-mechanical approach. Magnetic particles transfer very locally the energy of their mechanical vibration induced by the applied magnetic field, to the neighboring biological entities of micro- or nanometric dimensions. Studies reported here show the particles potential of destruction on different types of cancer cells in culture and in tumors (tested on a variety of cancer types such as glioblastoma, breast cancer, fibroblast, renal/hepatocellular/colorectal carcinoma, prostate tumor, insulinome, esophageal/skin cancer, osteosarcoma, etc.). The aim and ability of targeting malignant cells while sparing healthy ones is emphasized.

In most of the in vivo studies, magnetic particles are injected directly into the area of interest and therefore do not pass through the bloodstream. As long as the functionalization strategies for reaching the zone of interest are not sufficiently effective, it remains difficult to plan to inject the particles by venous route for potential clinical applications. Although venous injection remains a challenge for targeting the tumor, the size and especially the shape chosen for the particles – with the help of appropriate functionalization – could be determinative for their circulation in the blood flow, at least near the tumor site. Anisotropic shapes – nanodiscs or nanorods, nanowires – should be more favorable than the spherical ones, owing to the phenomenon of margination in the flow. Moreover, anisotropic particles penetrate more efficiently into the tumor site, owing to the EPR effect, increased if magnetically actuated by an alternative magnetic field. However, current studies are targeting particles administration directly into the tumor site.

Indeed, in vivo TMMEP studies remain currently limited to initial observations. To confirm the good preliminary results obtained in vivo, new study should be done, facing the problematic of particles injection and diffusion in the tumor. Moreover, three-dimensional cell culture models, as recently presented by (Lunov et al., 2019),\(^33\) as well as in our recent studies,\(^101,102\) can advantageously mimic tumor in vivo conditions, allowing to vary numerous relevant parameters.

The in vitro studies, although presenting highly variable experimental conditions, have allowed to test the behavior and efficiency of various types of particles. The particles of anisotropic shape turned out to exhibit advantages in different aspects of this approach. Favorable for the potential circulation in the blood stream, the anisotropic particles are likewise more efficient for converting magnetic forces or torques into mechanical effects on cells, leading to an efficient magneto-mechanical actuation. Furthermore, in vitro studies shows that depending on the particles anisotropic shapes – discs or elongated cylinders such as nanorods –, the occurrence of cell death pathway differs. Perturbations of the cellular membrane, the lysosome or the cytoskeleton in most cases led to apoptotic cell death pathway. However, necrosis without apoptosis was also reported. It can be noted that apoptosis is systematically reported in studies involving disk-shape particles, whereas nanorods or nanowires could be more destructive and potentially cause necrosis cell death. Spherical particles, such as SPIONs, likewise led to cancer cells destruction via apoptosis, as reported in two-thirds of studies using them. All these types of particles could however form small anisotropic chains or clusters when they are submitted to an applied magnetic field, leading to various shapes of magnetic microstructures acting on the biological cells.

Moreover, in terms of particles composition, ferromagnetic particles, since presenting higher magnetization than iron oxide nanoparticles, will exert larger forces or torques for a given magnetic volume. It may be noted that for any particle shape or composition, the cytotoxicity risks will have to be systematically assessed, since each type of particle has its own degree of toxicity, including SPIONS through ROS. Coating the particles with a biocompatible layer may be necessary, also allowing the bio-functionalization of particles. The particles
dispersion capability have been demonstrated for SPIONS as well as for ferromagnetic vortex particles, and for SAF particles under a threshold of magnetic susceptibility. Concerning the source of magnetic field, Halbach cylinder turned out to represent the magnetic field set-up providing the larger magnetic field remaining uniform in a rather large space. However for potential clinical applications, manufacturing Halbach cylinders with appropriate dimensions for treating the human body may be challenging. Other magnetic sources such as magnetic stirrer could thus be appropriate for TMMEP, despite a less uniform magnetic field.

The analysis of such studies firstly shows the growing interest in this magneto-mechanical approach, launched only ten years ago, initially published by Kim et al., 2010. The review reveals the great diversity of experimental conditions, and should yield a better assessments of certain cancer cell death parameters. The various type of magnetic micro–nano-particles used in the different studies – their shapes, sizes, compositions, the resulting magnetic states and properties – the non-agglomeration requirements and the advantages of magnetic anisotropy for an efficient mechanical actuation, have been detailed. Likewise, the various available sources of alternative magnetic fields or field gradient have been presented.

In summary, TMMEP (cancer treatment by magneto-mechanical effect of particles) is based on a mechanical impact on cells induced by magnetic particles movement. This promising technique for cancer therapy show interesting effects on cancer cells in vitro. Nevertheless, more studies are needed to clearly identify the best parameters. A better understanding of cellular mechanisms involved could help to trigger specific pathways leading to cellular death. The induction of apoptosis – cell death mode particularly sought, minimizing adverse effects such as inflammation – is highlighted and its rate quantitatively evaluated in various studies.

Main advantages of TMMEP compared to other cancer therapy such as magnetic hyperthermia, surgery or pharmacotherapies, could be less side effects and low invasiveness of the technique. TMMEP method is reported as appropriate for sparing the surrounding healthy cells, since the magneto-mechanical vibration applied on or within the targeted cancer cells remains highly local, in contrast with methods using heat which tends to diffuse into the neighboring tissues.

Although these first trials of TMMEP treatments on cancer cells have yet to be deepened, the method could allow great improvements in future cancer treatments, and a hope for treating cancer with very poor prognosis as glioblastoma, for instance. Investigations on cancer cells destruction through magnetically actuated microparticles vibrating at low frequency, are finally of great interest for future cancer therapy, while remaining a big challenge. They will have to be pursued and deepened, in an effort to develop, on longer term, targeted cancer treatments with reduced side effects.

6. Conclusion–perspectives

The field of magneto-mechanical anti-cancer therapies has exponentially growth for the last 5 years, paving the foundation for new therapies in oncology. The main efficacy demonstration was done in vitro, using highly heterogeneous magnetic-responsive nanoparticles and magnetic stimulation. Beside the inaugural thermal effect, the demonstration that mechanical stimulation can modulate the cell biology of cancer is further comforted by the recent demonstration of mechanotransduction pathways. These pathways as well as the connected physico-mechanic properties of the tissues are probably as important for the physiological tissue homeostasis than the classical molecular pathways governing the initiation and promotion of cancer. Only a few in vivo investigations have been done, contrasting with the number of in vitro studies. In vivo strategies are confronted by the bottleneck of tissue delivery that is very poor after intravenous injection. Intratumor delivery is a growing alternative in nanomedicine that will be probably became the first strategy, increasing the efficacy of local nanoparticle delivery as well as it decreases the potential systemic side effects. Anticipating from the beginning of these investigations the biocompatibility of the nanoparticle is mandatory. Moreover, it will be also mandatory to decipher the physical properties of the targeted tissue, such as stiffness and intratissular pressure that could modulate the efficacy of magneto-mechanical therapy. Several imaging methodologies have been developed for that such as ultrasound stiffness imaging. A mechanical dosimetry mapping of the tissue should provide the opportunity of a real mechanical therapy personalization.

Both in vitro and in vivo studies in the field of magneto-mechanical therapies of cancer pave the way for a real renewing of cancer therapies, responding to the therapeutic resilience observed in the field of chemotherapy and targeted molecular and cellular therapies. Translating physics and nanomagnetism at the beside will need a strong interdisciplinarity associating synergistically physician, biologists and physicists.
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